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ENGIE and Equinor join forces in the development of low-carbon Hydrogen
ENGIE and Equinor announce their partnership to develop joint low-carbon hydrogen activities. The
partners will investigate the production and market potential for hydrogen from natural gas whereby the
CO2 will be captured and stored permanently offshore.
ENGIE and Equinor signed a memorandum of understanding to investigate the development low-carbon
hydrogen value chains in Belgium, the Netherlands and France. In the coming months, ENGIE and Equinor
will start discussions with potential customers to assess the project, as well as with stakeholders and
relevant authorities.
ENGIE and Equinor believe that it is essential to develop low-carbon and renewable hydrogen projects at
scale in order to make it possible for industrial customers to significantly reduce CO2 emissions before
2030. This development of low carbon and renewable hydrogen will accelerate the construction of new
hydrogen infrastructure and the repurposing of current natural gas infrastructure, thus paving the way
for net zero in 2050.
Edouard Neviaski, CEO of the ENGIE's Business Unit Global Energy Management says: “We are glad to
work on this project with Equinor, a long-standing partner for more than 40 years. ENGIE firmly believes
that hydrogen will play a key role in the energy transition. ENGIE produces renewable hydrogen and
supports the development of the market for low-carbon hydrogen. Both these technologies will be
necessary to accelerate the development of a solid infrastructure and the transition to a carbon neutral
economy.”
Grete Tveit, Equinor’s Senior Vice President for Low Carbon Solutions says: “Equinor aims to be a leading
company in the energy transition. We believe that hydrogen and CCS will be vital if we are going to succeed
with the transition. Collaboration and partnerships will be absolutely necessary to find the best solutions.
Our two companies have complementary areas of expertise that we can utilize to develop low carbon
hydrogen initiatives together.”

About ENGIE’s business unit “Global Energy Management”
Global Energy Management (GEM) is one of ENGIE’s Business Units. At the heart of the energy value chain,
we optimize the Group’s assets portfolio including electricity, renewable technologies, natural gas,
environmental products and bulk commodities such as biomass. We also develop our own external
commercial franchise worldwide and rely on four main expertise to offer tailor-made, innovative and
competitive solutions. We provide services in energy supply & global commodities, energy transition
services, risk management & market access, and asset management.
With a staff of 1,400, offices in 15 countries including 8 main spots, GEM has an extended geographical
coverage in Europe, the US and Asia-Pacific.
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About Equinor
Equinor ASA is an international energy company headquartered in Norway. The company employs around
21,000 people worldwide. Equinor is already one of the world's most CO2-efficient producers of oil and
gas. Equinor leverages strong synergies between oil, gas, renewables, carbon capture and hydrogen.
Equinor participates in a consortium that has started the construction of the Northern Lights project, the
world’s first full-scale and open-source CO2 transportation and storage project. The company has a
growing portfolio in offshore wind with wind farms in Europe and the USA and is involved in various
hydrogen projects throughout Europe.
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